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About This Game

Shiver is a beautiful and chilling point-and-click horror adventure from Kowai Sugoi Studios. As you explore the recently closed
Windy Oaks National Park, you must rely on your wits and bravery to conquer challenges and search for rescue. Spanning the

course of one captivating hour, you will attempt to unravel the mysteries of the park and escape with your body intact.

In the early 1990's, in a time before mobile phones and the Internet, you find yourself travelling to visit your aging father in a
remote retirement home. On the way, you find yourself stranded in the strangely abandoned Windy Oaks National Park: a new
park founded on land donated by the Samstone Mining Company as an act of goodwill after a catastrophic sinkhole accident.

Using your wits and tenacity, you must figure out a way to contact help and escape, before the park consumes you.

Atmospheric point-and-click puzzle-horror game

Art constructed through a combination of painting and photography

Spine-tingling experience, lasting 30 minutes to an hour

Spiritual successor to popular indie game Cozy
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Title: Shiver
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Kowai Sugoi Studios
Publisher:
Kowai Sugoi Studios
Release Date: 25 Oct, 2017
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Excellent game!

Very well executed and original.
Perfect little mini-game for my laptop when im travling or simply not at home.
. This game is surprisingly fun, once you set the controls right :). This game physically made me sick. The overuse of BLOOM
and RED objects everywhere made me dizzy and nauseous. The puzzles are OK, but the controller doesn't always feel fair. It's
so bloomy that it's hard to tell when you're on the ground so sometimes you want to jump but it doesn't register and you fall to
your death. It doesn't feel fair half the time, but the other half it feels great. It just needs more work. It's definitely no Portal
quality. Also, when you die, the mouse should automatically be hovering over retry instead of go to menu. I accidentally pressed
go to the menu a few times when I just wanted to re-try.

Remove or fix the levels where it's just a giant red maze. It's rage inducing because it's not clear about how much space you
have to walk with your player collider, and the red in that level is the one that made me physically sick. It's not fun to find those
orbs since they blend in a bit and the bloom makes it hard to see them.

Dev, please remove the bloom! Please add an option to turn it off.

The game needs work. I can update my review once it's fixed and updated. Good start, but this game will give someone a
seizure.. Very jumpy, it feels thrown together. From what i've seen the full VR game seem much better.. Cayle George has
made a great standalone escape game here. He's pulled out all the classics yet didn't pull a single punch! Great fun, challenging,
some mind-bending pathfinding and soap on a rope. And I'll always cherish my Executive Plunger! What's not to love?. Bad
gamepad support. I posted a while back about how the game doesn't recognize my xbox controller and got zero response. Tired
of waiting for an update to fix it, so I'm just going to give it a bad review.
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One Word Review: Exhilarating. I've been having problems with this game such as an application load error. I have tried many
things to try to make the game work again but nothing has helped. Other then that I love this game and do reccomend it.. A
review for disabled gamers:

http://youtu.be/4Ex4VwbBu7g

Options are in game are pretty scarce. The game starts in windowed mode and has borderless edges. There is an option for
Fullscreen. There’s no Subtitles or Colorblind Mode in the options. There’s also no voice acting so subtitles are unneeded.
Colorblind mode would help as some quests are color coded according to tutorial.

Game play is very.point and click and I really couldn’t make it playable with onscreen keyboard. With a standard keyboard it IS
playable using the hotkeys above! No keyboard is necessary however for mouse only gamers. You can speed up gameplay
during the long slow periods and have the game automatically slow back down when events occur. The game can be paused or
saved at anytime so fatigue shouldn’t be a concern.

If you can play point & click games and have always wanted to be Satan running an apartment, this game is for you. The tenants
themselves are so adorable it’s worth checking out.. CPUCORES IS THE BEST!. bought in early because I think this is going to
be a good one based on flyinsides history with VR. . I will say that I had an issue with the sim crashing for some reason and the
dev responded immediately to help but the issue resolved itself while we were setting up a debug session. So I would say to
anyone having issues shoot him an email before giving a thumbs down, remember its early access.. Playing only in VR.

Just took the jump. The game plays awesome and performance is great. The microtransactions make me a bit leery but with how
much of an advantage VR users have over phone users, you make money so quickly. You also get $20 worth of in game cash
which will buy you everything.

The game is great for jumping in and playing rounds. Very fast loading and getting to the fun parts.

I absolutely love how you shoot better when you are holding the gun like a real paintball gun aiming down the side. The game
feels great in that sense. What I think is missing is the urgency of getting to cover because the AI is not accurate enough.

The asyncronous PvP is also really neat for this. Multiplayer is hard for VR due to population so you can always have an active
game no matter how many people are playing. Great game to just get in and play a few rounds.. TL;DR
Great platform, amazing debugging, and offers a lot of baked-in value, especially at the price. There are other platforms just as
capable with similar offerings, but from personal perspective, I liked what little bit I tested out. Unfortunately latent discoveries
compelled me to uninstall becaue the overall package didn't fit my personal need. It would however, fit the need of many with
more expeirence and / or fewer requirements.

FULL
I liked what I used within it, and it definately met some of the needs through addressing many wants but I was unaware that
WINGS IDE 6 was released on 12/20 which packs in several modernized features to include directly working within Raspberry
Pi as well as other feature-rich items....IF you buy the $245 professional edition. However, there is now a free edition that is just
an updated version of IDE 5 and the developers moved away from Personal / Commercial to Personal / Professional.

I dont fully understnad this model and offering Pi as a 'professional' feature given most users of Pi dont create a full blown
product for sale. Though they may, it doesnt encourage use and learning to use IDE for the growing popularity of Pi based
systems.. \ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f. Great of VR and live action actors which is a
pretty new technique in this medium. I don't fully understand the story because the song is sung in a language I don't speak, but
still entertaining. Hands down some of the best graphics to be found in VR all the while being a smooth experience. On top of
all that it's free. Get it if you like any of the things I listed. Label me impressed.
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